Primal therapy is associated with the "awareness" (or "consciousness") movement that grew out of the desire to expand the sensorium with drugs, meditation, and spirituality. The awareness movement has been historically denigrated as an extension of the counterculture's most self-centered tendency, the pursuit of personal growth, and primal therapy is arguably the therapeutic practice most often cited as evidence of this. But in the early 1970s Janov's therapy was not a narcissistic retreat from sociopolitical engagement. On the contrary, he attempted to bolster the radical young by offering a mode of selftransformation that demanded and facilitated social change. Based on Janov's writings and evidence from other primal practitioners, we show that they envisaged the therapy underpinning left-wing critique and activism. While the radicalism of primal therapy became less strident over the course of the 1970s, the counterculture's inward turn did not necessarily mean a rejection of political commitment, and primal therapy followed a more complex trajectory than outright depoliticization.
This essay explores the relationship between the counterculture and the New Left at a time (the 1970s) when they seemed to be moving farther apart. The historian Van Gosse posits a fundamental division between the two, arguing that while some countercultural practices had political significance, the emphasis that hippies placed on "orgiastic play, mind-expansion, and freefloating anarchy" underlines the "anti-political" nature of the counterculture. 4 In the mid-1960s this division was not felt so acutely, and the New Left and counterculture were united by their criticisms of American society's existential limitations. Gregory Calvert, president of the New Left organization Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), urged white middle-class Americans to see themselves as revolutionaries in waiting because of capitalism's impoverishment of the psyche. 5 But deciding which aspect of the problem required immediate attention-social revolution or tending to one's psychic growth-revealed the fault line running between the hippies and politicos. In 1967 the underground newspaper East Village Other identified a "dichotomy over political action and dropping out," and at the end of the 1960s this dichotomy was accentuated by the collapse of the SDS. 6 One of the splinter groups formed an underground terrorist cell and began a campaign of violence, hardly the stuff of peace and love. 7 Other elements in the New Left prohibited drug use and promiscuity as part of a "counteroffensive" against the hedonism and ill-discipline of "campus culture." 8 While the counterculture and New Left represented two different spheres, they were capable of joining forces to achieve specific goals, such as coordinating antiwar protests. Other forms of overlap included the way that hippies and leftists regularly used the same underground newspapers to disseminate their messages and information. Countercultural and New Left institutions frequently existed in proximity, such as neighborhoods near university campuses. Geography played a role in determining how closely hippies and leftists worked together, with collaboration more likely in isolated locales where a mutual sense of besiegement inculcated intimate ties. 9 The counterculture and New Left also shared a disinclination to work with long-established political parties or trade unions on the grounds these organizations could not effect meaningful social change. 10 Journalists, public intellectuals, academics, and leftists all treated the awareness movement as the part of the counterculture farthest away from the New Left's political aspirations. But when we look at primal therapy, that distance starts to shrink: Janov was influenced by New Left rhetoric and claimed that not only would his therapy foster an anticapitalist sensibility, but it was an essential component of any successful revolution. The therapy's radicalism was supposedly instantiated in its day-to-day practice at Janov's Primal Institute, since the efficacy of primal therapy lived in the extreme bodily experience of patients and not in the diagnosis of an imperious psychoanalyst. Janov went farther, claiming his therapy would spur society-wide political change and that primal therapy was so effective that the institute was creating a new type of human, a post-primal subject psychobiologically rewired to be more inclined to support left-liberal causes. At times his language constructed post-primal people as poised to topple "the system" rather than working inside it. Janov connected the radicalism of his therapeutic techniques to the impetus to transform capitalist society: the anger and physicality of primal therapy readied patients to fight against the forces of law and order because it acclimatized them to violently reject authority.
The first two sections detail Janov's hyperbolic claims and make the case for why primal therapy needs to be included in the revisionist turn that reads the 1970s as a notable era of left-wing activism. The next two sections consider the limitations to the primal revolution, whether that was the failure to build links with feminism and gay rights or Janov's policing of the spread of his therapeutic practice. This feeds into the final section, analyzing John Lennon's and Yoko Ono's post-primal albums, which argues that while both musicians conjoined politics and screaming, it was on Ono's album-which lacked any obvious debt to Janov's therapy-that screaming was most able to address contemporary political imperatives, especially where intersectionality was concerned.
Nevertheless, primal therapy's international prominence in the early 1970s was not only because it was the most ear-catching new addition to America's psychotherapeutic landscape. Janov's therapy was imbued with a promise of political revolution that proved a source of fascination for hippies and politicos alike, evidencing that the counterculture and New Left were able to share ideas, practices, and goals well into the 1970s.
Against Narcissism
One reason the politics of primal therapy were dismissed in the 1970s is that the awareness movement was regularly invoked by journalists, scholars, and leftists as evidence of the "New Narcissism" sweeping the United States.
11 Tom Wolfe made this connection in 1976, famously calling the 1970s "The Me Decade."
12 Elizabeth Lunbeck's study The Americanization of Narcissism (2014) shows how the concept of the narcissist migrated from clinical psychoanalysis into everyday speech, beginning when Otto Kernberg and Heinz Kohut used the "newly coined diagnostic term 'narcissistic personality disorder'" to reframe the narcissist as a "specific character type." Kohut had actually praised narcissism "as a desirable, even healthy, dimension of mature selfhood," but 1970s commentators turned his ideas "inside-out" to diagnose an "American malady associated with affluence and abundance." 13 One such observer was Christopher Lasch, whose book The Culture of Narcissism (1979) influenced the "Crisis of Confidence" speech that President Jimmy Carter delivered later that year. Culture of Narcissism began with a chapter titled "The Awareness Movement and the Social Invasion of the Self," to which one reader responded by recommending a course of Primal Therapy for the book's author.
14 Like Lasch, numerous writers blamed the awareness movement (caricatured as "yoga, mushrooms, acid, magic, venal gurus, . . . Tgroups, chanting, screaming, [and] Zen") for distracting America's young from realizing the radical goals of the 1960s. 15 Public intellectuals such as Daniel Bell and Richard Sennett lamented a "hedonistic age" in which psychotherapists promised "to 'free' the person from inhibitions and restraints" and turned personal growth into a moral duty. 16 Primal therapy was regularly cited by left-wing writers despairing of the awareness movement's self-indulgence, commercialization, and retreat from political commitment. 17 The sociologist Edwin Schur, warning that psychotherapists were making large profits out of a "leisure class" that could "afford to devote . . . time, energy, and money to self-exploration," put primal therapy at the top of his list of offending therapies. 18 Leftists otherwise sympathetic to primal therapy criticized Janov for failing to confront the social causes of neurosis, 19 and in 1974 Susan Sontag saw fascistic tendencies in the therapy's popularity. 20 Since the 1970s, historians have reevaluated the decade, and rather than being seen as a time of apathy and selfishness, it is now hailed as the high-water mark for grassroots campaigns and decentralized forms of protest. 21 Yet the historiography rarely makes a case for the politics of the awareness movement, and recent studies of the New Left either exclude alternative psychotherapies 22 or repeat the claim that "personal growth" was a white, middle-class "obsession" running contrary to political commitment. 23 While Doug Rossinow's book The Politics of Authenticity (1998) stresses that the New Left could have links "to the counterculture and to a broader 'therapeutic culture'" and still be politically credible, Rossinow does not explore psychotherapy's potential radicalism. 24 In The Hidden 1970s (2010), Dan Berger goes farthest to politicize "the much-maligned therapeutic solutions . . . said to mark the 1970s 'retreat' from political engagement," 25 and two chapters in Berger's edited collection consider activist groups that grew out of, or practiced, psychotherapeutic techniques, namely, White Lightning and the Movement for a New Society (MNS). White Lightning, however, was a small organization (twenty-five members at most), and while the MNS was substantially larger (three hundred members), its roots in Quaker pacifism position it in a different radical tradition compared with primal therapy's staunch atheism. 26 In contrast to these two groups, Janov's book sales, media appearances, and transatlantic reach-not to mention John Lennon's endorsement-indicate the public hearing he was able to command for his ideas.
Despite the historiographical revisionism, primal therapy continues to be labeled "narcissistic." 27 Given the widespread assumption that this therapy lacked any political orientation, underlining the revolutionary hopes bound up with it challenges one of the most long-lived presumptions about the 1970s. From this Janov developed a full-blown theory of neurosis, hypothesizing that almost all infants face rejection and abuse at the hands of their parents. These encounters are too overwhelming for a vulnerable psyche to experience fully, so the excess "Primal Pain" is repressed. The child's socialization entails further denial of needs and feelings. The end product of all this repression? Neurotic symptoms ranging from physical conditions (asthma or migraines, for example) to behavioral compulsions (such as alcoholism or phobias). To keep the Pain at bay, the neurotic seeks symbolic substitutes for the needs denied in childhood, but "symbolic satisfactions cannot fulfill real needs" and as long as Pain is unaddressed, it will wreak psychobiological havoc. 30 The practice of primal therapy has varied over time and between therapists. What is universal is a refusal to analyze or interpret any statements made by the patient. The therapist's aim is to "get the patient to their feelings"; after patients experience those feelings, it is hoped that they will produce their own insights into the effects primal Pain has had on their lives. A session might begin with a general inquiry into the patient's emotional state, proceeding to more precise questioning that, ideally, would lead to the patient breaking down and completely reliving an episode of repressed childhood trauma:
My whole body and feelings were catapulted back to that summer day just before my twelfth birthday After a successful course of "primaling"-which might include pounding pillows, hammering on walls, or screaming-patients undo their repression and relieve themselves of neurotic symptoms. 32 The noise of primal therapy made it difficult to find suitable office space, but Janov's Primal Institute was finally established in 1969 in a former nightclub in West Hollywood. 33 There was little explicit politics in Janov's first two books, The Primal Scream (1970) and The Anatomy of Mental Illness (1971), which described the people who completed primal therapy as no longer "burning to save the world." 34 In lines that would haunt the broader perception of primal therapy, Janov stated that advanced patients at the institute "sit around a lot, relax, and listen to music." 35 Sam Keen claimed in Psychology Today (February 1972 ) that truly radical therapists would not be interested in producing "placid, nonstruggling, highly individualistic" people, accusing primal therapy of creating "brainwashed, bourgeois and alienated" subjects. 36 But well before Keen's article appeared, Janov had drawn radical political conclusions from his therapeutic model. 37 These were published in November 1972 as The Primal Revolution: Toward a Real World, which argued that primal therapy would activate an uprising against America's political and economic system. Janov's model postulated that a child who represses primal Pain will grow up into a neurotic adult seeking symbolic substitutes for needs unmet in infancy. Primal Revolution argued this naturalizes America's economic system because the symbolic substitutes often take the form of status-bequeathing commodities such as a "new wardrobe" or a powerful automobile. The neurotic consumes "more and more" in an unconscious effort to satiate repressed Pain. In almost Althusserian language Janov claims that the "ideology" an individual creates to make Pain tolerable is the same as the ideology "internalized and maintained by much of the populace" in the perpetuation of "repressive social systems." To describe these parallel processes, Janov extended his use of the word unreal. In Primal Scream the psychotherapist applied it to the false self generated by neurotics in order to interact adequately with other neurotics, all the while repressing their primal Pain. In Primal Revolution this still takes place at an individual level, but the concept was broadened to explain that "capitalist society" is "unreal" because it is predicated on whole classes misrecognizing their basic necessities and rights. To maintain the stability of a contradictory economic system, an "elite, exploitative class, which feeds on the labor of others," convinces workers to repress their needs and adjust to "their lot" in life at an early age. 38 Janov judged that primal therapy was essentially opposed to capitalism. Once post-primal patients recognize their actual physical needs, they will always prioritize fulfilling them. Such people will not willingly submit to the repressive social codes of capitalist America or blindly pursue the latest consumer goods. Importantly, they will not be content to start new lives in the old society, as this would inevitably mean compromising the satisfaction of real needs. Janov believed that most people leaving the Primal Institute would conclude that society must be remade as a precondition to living within it healthily, and, because his techniques encouraged rage and spontaneity, patients who completed primal therapy were already primed to rebel against the forces of authority. Primal Revolution claimed that if enough people had primal therapy, they would form a critical mass and "produce a well society," 39 and Janov wanted to transform America more radically than any left-wing reforms or revolution had ever managed before.
Assessing previous challenges to capitalism, Janov concluded it was insufficient to provide alternative spaces of living: the utopian socialist communes of the nineteenth century were inevitably assimilated into the American capitalist system. Piecemeal reform was similarly inadequate; it would be pointless to reform the educational system in its current form because it is "an outgrowth of the politico-economic [system], and is determined by it." Conditions were little better in "Marxist states," since these failed to acknowledge the importance of "psychological man," and attempts to impose a healthy society on sick people had led to disaster. 40 Janov had the remedy: as long as the overthrow of the politico-economic system was led by post-primal people, they would build a "well society" where citizens could finally enjoy neurosis-free lives.
Janov's ideal of a socialist society whose institutions were guided by primal principles was clear in general ways but lacked detailed exposition. His recommendations as to how a revolution could create that society were even fuzzier. In 1977 Janov claimed capitalism would bring about its own downfall, but despite name-checking Marx, he offered little in the way of a blueprint for transferring power "from capitalism to the people." 41 Janov sometimes argued that the primal revolution would take place within existing political structures, and he made a number of attempts to offer his therapy to the authorities. In 1971 he called for "an organized societal approach" in which governmental agencies used primal therapy to address drug addiction and crime. 42 On a few occasions Janov's published statements implied that post-primal patients could seize power outside the electoral process. In 1970 Janov dismissed the usefulness of Freudian talking cures, writing that the only way to "overthrow" neurosis was by "force and violence." 43 While that was a reference to the neurotic body, he soon extended this logic to US society, claiming that no effective cure can take place by working "within the system" or by calling on an "unreal society to 'get its priorities straight.' Sick societies have their priorities straight-they are in accord with the sickness." Janov was in no doubt as to the motive force of change: the role occupied by the proletariat in Marxist theory was to be replaced by "the youth," which he referred to as a "class." Janov mooted this idea when he dedicated Primal Scream to young people as "the real hope of mankind," and in Primal Revolution he explained that the youth represented agents of transformation because they have not yet been totally "crushed (called 'adjustment') by the unreal system." There was an implicit vanguardism in that the revolution's leaders would have to be patients from the Primal Institute because they were the only people cured of neurosis. 44 But Janov was vague as to what form primal politics should take. A new political party based on primal principles? A Leninist cadre leading screaming masses to the barricades? There was no attempt to explain how revolutionary action would synthesize with the gradual transformation of the system that he had also adumbrated.
Janov, the Freudian Left, and the Politics of Authenticity
The New Left was never solely about anticapitalism, and activists challenged the unequal distribution of structural power in relation to gender, sexuality, race, and ethnicity. Janov and his associates commented on all these rights campaigns, but the level of support was varying, and in the case of the gay liberation movement he was actively dismissive. Intersectional analysis of the post-primal subject reveals that the constitution of the primal model was responsible for Janov's failure to respond to these struggles, but we must first explain how his concept of repression differed from that of the Freudian Left, a mid-twentieth-century tradition of thought that also imagined an alternative to the perceived inauthenticity of contemporary capitalist society.
Richard King notes radical philosophers such as Norman O. Brown and Herbert Marcuse were drawn to Freud in order to formulate a body of theory "adequate" to address the conditions of postwar life, given that "many considered [Marxism] to be morally and intellectually otiose by the middle 1940s." 45 Marcuse's Eros and Civilization (1955) and Brown's Life against Death (1959) were widely influential in the 1960s, since they seemed to authorize radical politics and sexual freedom. 46 Janov shared with Marcuse the belief that "repressive reason" was the enemy of emotional and bodily authenticity and that an ideological bombardment beginning in infancy created repressed people acting in the interests of the powerful. 47 Janov would also have agreed with Brown that "the essence of society is repression of the individual, and the essence of the individual is repression of himself." 48 Nevertheless, the Primal Institute's break with psychoanalysis meant that Janov's theorization of repression was significantly different. Put simply, the two Freudian theorists saw repression as primarily libidinal, while Janov understood it as stifling the whole gamut of physical and emotional needs (love, attention, touch, etc.) that make the infant dependent on caregivers. All three thinkers were indebted to Wilhelm Reich's prewar blending of Freudianism and socialism, but they disagreed on Reich's politicization of pleasure, more specifically his glorification of "the orgasm as the solution to all social and bodily ailments." Brown resisted this focus on genital pleasure and called for "pure polymorphous play," 49 and Marcuse similarly praised pregenital sexuality and homosexuality as a protest against the repressive order of procreative sexuality. 50 Janov's views on sexuality, though, were in tune with Reich's and assumed that the post-primal subject would be heterosexual. In 1972 Janov criticized the Gay Liberation Front for claiming that homosexuality was a "natural state," insisting instead it was a substitute for needs unmet in infancy. 51 Responding to the referendum that saw members of the American Psychological Association uphold the decision to remove "homosexuality" from its manual of psychiatric disorders, Janov stated primal therapy typically removed the "agony from the homosexual." 52 Newly politicized post-primal people would be compelled to overthrow capitalism, but not to fight for LGBTQ+ rights.
The women's movement received more of a hearing at the Primal Institute, though Janov and his circle were equivocal on whether feminism was the right cause for primal people to support. Janov wrote that "women's liberationists" were fixed on the right targets, but he cautioned that some of his feminist patients were projecting their hatred of their fathers onto the world. 53 Primal therapist Nicholas Barton was more critical, sympathizing with feminism's "valid social goals" but warning that joining the "women's liberation movement" might be "anti-liberationist," as a woman's real problems were "internal and personally historic." 54 Writing in the institute's Journal of Primal Therapy (JPT), the anthropologist Bernard Campbell argued that the evolutionary nature of human biology showed that mothers should "put themselves at the total disposal of their infants" for two years after childbirth while fathers acquired material resources. 55 Campbell was not expressing the institute's official stance, but his attitude fitted a psychotherapy in which the final arbitration of what was natural was a heteronormative understanding of the human body and its needs.
If we are to understand why primal politics was anticapitalist but suspicious of feminism and gay rights, we need to return to how Janov differed from Brown and Marcuse: they laid stress on the repression of sexual pleasure, whereas the primal model emphasized the repression of trauma experienced during birth and infancy. Primal therapy is based on the principle that, as a result of foundational experiences in early years, most adults do not respect their basic needs (such as food and shelter) and instead waste their energy pursuing symbolic substitutes (fast cars or fleeting sexual encounters, for example). Primal therapy posited that certain bodily needs were vital and authentic because they proceeded from the biological imperatives of human evolution. Such ideas were a manifestation of the search for authenticity Rossinow identifies as a leitmotif of mid-twentieth-century US culture. Rossinow repositions the New Left as one example of a multifaceted national discourse about living fully and authentically, a quest for realness that became a "widespread preoccupation" in the United States after 1945. 56 Where the primal model was concerned, need was arranged around an evolutionary logic of reproduction and child rearing, and any deviation was considered inauthentic.
While the theory behind primal therapy meant that its proponents were partially critical of feminism and hostile toward gay liberation, Janov thoroughly endorsed campaigns for racial equality. Janov claims to have brought in Rev. Fred Shuttlesworth, a senior associate of Martin Luther King Jr., "to help me organize the Black garbage workers" in Section 14, 57 one of Palm Springs's few areas of affordable housing for low-income residents. In 1965 the city was trying to evict the multiracial community living there in what the historian Lawrence Culver has called an act of "ethnic cleansing." 58 Six years later Janov expressed continuing support for civil rights by likening the success (as he saw it) of the primal "movement" to the success of "the black movement." Both were forces whose triumph was historically "inevitable." 59 Yet the post-primal subject was unlikely to be black or Mexican American because those groups were massively underrepresented at the Primal Institute. An interview with Tracee Sheppard, a black therapist, suggests that there were no African Americans in primal therapy in 1975 and that this had possibly been the situation since 1970. 60 Things were the same in most other forms of psychotherapy, and as the historian Jessica Grogan recounts, white psychotherapists found it hard to attract black patients because they could not grasp the circumstances leading many African Americans to reject psychotherapy. 61 Janov was cognizant of this, and he wrote that few psychologists were drawn from "the working and oppressed classes," instancing black people and women as members of the second group. But he failed to integrate his support of racial liberation struggles into his blueprint for the primal revolution. For Janov, the exclusion of "oppressed classes" was a problem mainly because the middle-class white men dominating the psychotherapeutic professions were content with reformist approaches like psychoanalysis. 62 Given that primal therapy was-supposedly-both revolutionary and staggeringly effective, the absence of minorities from those professions need not be a problem; from Janov's perspective, as long as psychotherapists adopted his methods, it was unnecessary to take into account the racial contexts of psychopathology. What did etiology matter when primal therapy cured all neuroses, regardless of cause? However, as no independent study supports Janov's huge claims for his therapy's efficacy, addressing class, race, and gender exclusions in the psychotherapeutic professions would have been more apposite than holding out the promise of a psychic panacea and would have constituted a first step toward involving minority actors in his broader political project.
The Primal Institute seems to have done little to counteract the suspicion that psychology "was a predominantly white institution." 63 Sheppard's interview explored different interactions between primal Pain and racism, 64 but mentions no initiatives sponsored by the Primal Institute to match the "black-white encounter groups" held at Esalen, the therapeutic retreat at the center of the Human Potential Movement, an endeavor that, for all its limits, showed an awareness of racism as a cause of psychopathology and acknowledged that psychotherapy needed to address the well-grounded suspicions directed against it by people of color. 65 Janov seems not to have realized that his strategy of promoting revolutionary change through the spread of primal therapy was no more likely to involve black participants than the Primal Institute itself. Sheppard's interview reveals that she was the subject of racist abuse from patients, but her interviewer, a fellow therapist with strongly antiracist views, seemed to be learning about this for the first time. 66 This suggests that the Primal Institute as an organization had a blind spot regarding some of the ways in which racial oppression might be experienced.
In 1976 the radical journalist Agustin Gurza (currently Janov's official biographer) published an article in the JPT that related the primal revolution to Chicano activism. He pointed out that "traditional psychotherapy is at best irrelevant to Chicanos," since psychological theory was overwhelmingly written by white Europeans; in any case, most Mexican Americans had not heard of primal therapy and could not afford it. Gurza thought Janov's system was different from most psychotherapies because it did not steer racism's victims away from their anger. But he acknowledged that primal therapy would be unattractive to Chicanos and African Americans as long as "white supremacy is the order of things" in the United States: in this context, culturally inculcated habits that primal therapy considered "neurotic" (Gurza concentrates on the aggressive "Machismo" of Chicano men) would be relinquished only reluctantly by ethnic minorities because of their political utility as a means of resisting assimilation. 67 Gurza recommended that Chicanos undertake primal therapy nonetheless, prophesying that they would shed neurotic defense mechanisms while remaining proud of the aspects of their culture genuinely worth defending. Yet phrasing such as "So with therapy, a Chicano may well be able to defend himself all the better" opens the possibility that the only experience Gurza was drawing on was his own. An obvious starting point for primal-infused Chicano politics would have been to break down the community's suspicion of psychotherapy and encourage more applications to the Primal Institute, but the article proposes no such measures, nor does it suggest any ways to raise the profile of ethnic and racial issues at the institute. Even the belief that primal therapy would benefit individual Chicanos ran into problems on the level of collective politics, as Gurza honestly admitted: should the Chicano activist Cesar Chavez enter the Primal Institute "and actually became well," he would lose his "neurotic energy" and the "quasi-mystical notions that inspire him." 68 Would it be better for political campaigners to remain neurotic if that meant they kept agitating for social change?
Departing from Janov's views in the early 1970s, Gurza did not see graduates of the Primal Institute as plausible revolutionaries, lodging political agency instead with "neurotic" activists like Chavez. He accepted that the Primal Institute was "a mental health institution operating within the existing economic and social order, [and as such] it cannot help but reflect the inequities and injustices of that order." 69 His analysis suggests that it was fated to remain as such. But despite one group of breakaway therapists seeking profit and not social transformation, most unauthorized practitioners of primal-style therapy agreed with Janov's radicalism and tried to extend his psychotherapeutic techniques to the underprivileged. Janov's response further narrowed the potential leaders of his primal revolution.
The Primal World of the 1970s
In 1971 a group of patients and therapists broke away from the Primal Institute and founded the Center for Feeling Therapy (CFT), which established clinics around the world and planned to expand into a billion-dollar business empire. The CFT closed in 1980 and was the subject of California's longest-running malpractice case, with patients alleging beatings, forced abortions, and financial irregularities. 70 Anticult campaigners lumped therapeutic communes in with exploitative religious cults, 71 and for the sociologist Marybeth Ayella, the CFT confirmed the stereotype of the psychotherapist as a profit-driven authoritarian akin to a charismatic cult leader. 72 Although the center had no connection with the Primal Institute, its reputation threatens to distort our historical understanding of the variants of Janov's therapy springing up in the 1970s, since many practitioners were attracted to primal therapy precisely because of its radicalism and anti-authoritarian implications. Janov was ambivalent about these unofficial primal-style therapists:
his desire for primal techniques to benefit humankind through comprehensive dissemination existed in tension with the risk to public health that he believed unauthorized practitioners of primal therapy represented.
Primal therapy was taken up by British therapeutic networks and blended with other psychotherapies, with figures such as John Southgate (founder of Dialectical Peer Counselling) and John Rowan offering cathartic regression techniques in conjunction with political engagement. Both were conscious that therapeutic institutes and "growth centres" were geared to returning the middle class to "work on Monday morning, all braced and sensitive and integrated." As a consequence, they conceived informal psychotherapeutic practices that were free or very cheap to access. 73 Jenny James, a practitioner of primal-style therapy whom Janov "denounced" in the press, 74 accused the Primal Institute of being too expensive, and regimented, and of inhibiting genuine personal development. 75 The largest primal-type group was the International Primal Association (IPA), established in Montreal in 1973. Its leading figure, William Swartley, used primal theory to explain how capitalist-imperialist societies reproduce themselves despite their goals being against the interests of the majority. 76 In a bid to spread primal ideas as widely as possible, any interested parties, not just professional therapists, were allowed to join the IPA. This would seem to mesh neatly with Janov's plans, and the IPA offered him its presidency, 77 but Janov responded by warning against the use of the term primal therapy. 78 His justification was that the number of unqualified people offering primal-type therapy was a menace to public safety (the JPT published warning lists of breakaway therapists). 79 Janov did not address this problem in negotiations with the IPA. The grandiosity fueling his belief that he had discovered the cure for neurosis seems to have fostered a desire to maintain personal control of the movement he inspired. In March 1974 he was granted exclusive American rights to the service mark Primal Therapy, and the IPA was diverted into fund-raising to support its legal campaign to reverse that decision (it eventually succeeded in 1978). 80 In 1971 Janov told the Chicago Tribune that "unlicensed practitioners" of primal therapy should be considered "very dangerous," but he was also hopeful that, if enough therapists trained by him established their own institutes, "we could revolutionize society." 81 Yet his proprietorial attitude entrenched divisions in the primal world, and, despite opening a second institute in New York in 1978, his official program was still only treating a small number of patients. 82 One IPA member reasonably remarked that Janov's attempt to monopolize primal therapy seemed counter to the call for a primal revolution. 83 An alliance between the institute and the IPA would not have swept all before it-Janov's therapy was nothing like the psychic panacea he proclaimed-but a unified front might have made more of a mark on the field of psychotherapy and prevented the fall of primal ideas into near oblivion.
Primal theory was not conceived in retreat from but in engagement with political involvement. Unfortunately, few patients have left accounts of how Janov's therapy affected their actual activism. However, the fame and political enthusiasm of one particular therapand does provide the materials for a detailed case study, while the differing response of his partner enables us to extend our critique of the therapy's intersectional inadequacies.
John Lennon's Primal Nation
Between March and July 1970 John Lennon and Yoko Ono underwent primal therapy, first at their British home and then in Los Angeles. Janov recollected that Lennon "wanted to rent the QE2 and have us sail around the world doing primal therapy; he wanted to buy an island and found a primal nation." 84 Shortly before starting therapy Lennon had broadened his peace campaigning by developing links with the radical Left and Black Power in Britain; Janov urged him and Ono to "go further into political activism." 85 Lennon's first solo album, recorded between September and October 1970, frames his personal neurosis in terms of repressive familial and socioeconomic systems, especially the British class structure. Most of the lyrics are narrated by a male persona who expresses the pain of childhood neglect and loss; we refer to this persona as the singer himself, as most listeners and critics have done. Lennon portrays himself as having suffered lasting feelings of persecution and loneliness from the childhood "pain" he "could never show." In the past he lusted for celebrity status as symbolic compensation for feelings of parental neglect ("my Ma and my Pa . . . didn't want me / So they made me a star"), but, now that he has stopped repressing those experiences of childhood abandonment, Lennon no longer seeks fame as a replacement for the love he never received from his parents. 86 "Working-Class Hero" evokes the protest song in its musical arrangement while opening with a blunt versification of the primal model:
As soon as you're born they make you feel small By giving you no time instead of it all Till the pain is so big you feel nothing at all.
Adults "can't really function" because of the "fear" caused by the policing of social norms. Climbing the class ladder is possible ("there's room at the top") but depends on suppressing one's emotions and habituating oneself to ruthlessness and hypocrisy ("you must learn how to smile as you kill"). Lennon's critique anticipates Janov's in The Primal Revolution: citizens who want to be praised as good workers must regulate their bodily reactions and measure success in terms of social standing and commodity acquisition. Lennon sings "sex and TV" keep the proletariat "doped" and at the level of "peasants," and he warns material success is no solution to the problems of an unreal society. The mocking final admonition, "If you want to be a hero, then just follow me," suggests wealth and celebrity have left the singer hollow and inauthentic, the fate of all members of a society founded on repression and the internalization of social and familial forces of authority. 87 Lennon kept his distance from the political upheavals of 1968, suspicious that revolutions founder on the unaddressed mental sickness of the participants. 88 "Well, Well, Well" confirms this in its lyrics and through Lennon's performance. His screams ironize New Left chatter, implying that the commitment to revolution may be a neurotic symptom, but (as in primal therapy) Lennon's hollers also point toward a healthy future where the self who screams with abandon is prized for being uninhibited by societal norms. Janov, of course, had not introduced Ono or Lennon to screaming. When an interviewer proposed a primal influence on "Well, Well, Well," Lennon retorted he had been screaming throughout his career, from "Twist and Shout" (1963) to "Cold Turkey" (1969), and screaming was firmly established as one of Ono's core performance techniques. Lennon cited Little Richard's rock-and-roll exclamation "A wop bop a loo wop a wop bam boom" as inspiration too, invoking the black vernacular tradition in which performers elongate words and play with screams and hollers to transform the meaning of language. 89 Nevertheless, Janov's model seems to inform the nature, timing, and meaning of Lennon's howls on "Well, Well, Well," a song that describes lovers:
[Who] sat and talked of revolution Just like two liberals in the sun We talked of woman's liberation And how the hell we could get things done.
The lovers are mocked as liberals enjoying the sunshine, and the song suggests their commitment to "revolution" does not extend beyond well-intentioned chatter. The lyrics show Lennon's allegiance to feminism: the "two liberals" debate "woman's liberation," but the male patronizes the female by taking her "out to dinner" (rather than going for dinner with her), and his apparent compliment, "She looked so beautiful I could eat her," registers a view of women as objects of sexual consumption. Out in the countryside the man and woman "stare at the sky," inexplicably feeling "nervous" and "guilty," and in primal terms we can understand their unease as a neurotic symptom whose origins have been repressed. Discussing social issues calms their disturbed psyches, but they are unable to turn talk into action. Guilt and fear will remain until the underlying emotions are fully experienced. 90 Much of the song's meaning lies in the contrast between the words of the chorus ("well, well, well, o-o-oh well") and the desperate screams through which Lennon performs its last repetitions. The latter suggest the couple is not "well" at all while pointing to a method that could make them genuinely healthy. Lennon's voice enacts a descent into primal Pain, transforming the words into a preverbal howl of rage and frustration revealing the tortured reality behind casual talk of liberation. Lennon was not alone in using screaming in a double-edged way. Beate Kutschke argues that, largely because of The Primal Scream, in 1970s Germany "the act of screaming that violates social norms of self-control and discipline [came to be] considered not only as a symbol or expression of protest, but also as its method and instrument." German radicals promoted screaming as the way to realize naturalness, using shrieks of indignation at social abuses to battle the instrumental reason oppressing authentic bodily experience. 91 Lennon and Ono said in September 1969 that their recordings of howls expressed the "genuine emotion" unexplainable "in words." 92 Primal therapy enabled Lennon to extend the therapeutic and political implications of the idea that screaming is the most powerful and honest form of emotional expression. On "Well, Well, Well" Lennon's screams initially ironize the superficial satisfaction of the couple in the song, but by the end his shrieks point to a state of post-primal health and spontaneity that could rightfully be called "well," a state in which one can attempt radical change without being corrupted by one's repressed Pain.
Lennon's next album, Imagine (recorded February-July 1971), was more polished than its predecessor, and its title track is sometimes considered a dreamy message of universal peace. Lennon and Ono's politics were actually growing more radical. 93 In August 1971 the couple gave financial support to the workers' occupation of Upper Clyde Shipbuilders, and during a march in London they showed their allegiances "For the IRA-Against British Imperialism." 94 Lennon and Ono told Black Panther Huey Newton that the second album's abandonment of screaming was designed to disguise the radicalism of the lyrics from "the MAN": "if I scream it-they ban it!" 95 Despite the change in vocal style, Lennon was still under Janov's influence, continuing "to primal every day" and reflecting the primal model in the lyrics to "Imagine." 96 The song rejected neurotic props like religion, nationalism, and commodity acquisition, envisioning a world without "greed or hunger" where everyone's real needs are satisfied. 97 One contemporary reviewer saw it expressing "the consolidation of primal awareness into a world movement." 98 The title, cover, and release date of Yoko Ono/Plastic Ono Band presented it as a companion to Lennon's first solo LP, but the politics of screaming operated in a different mode from that album. 99 Ono argued continually with Janov at the Primal Institute and regarded his methods as chiefly useful for men who had been socialized to repress their emotions. 100 Screaming was well established in her repertoire; at the 1969 "Live Peace" concert in Toronto, her shrieks on the song "Don't Worry Kyoko" expressed her pain at being separated from her daughter. That track's combination of (by the standards of her previous work) a relatively controlled enunciation with a rock backing was developed on Yoko Ono/Plastic Ono Band. 101 She continued exploring the signifying potential of screaming after primal therapy, but her time at the institute did not inaugurate new creative pathways. 102 The core difference between the yelps on the two Plastic Ono Band albums is that Lennon's cries follow the primal model by tapping into childhood trauma, whereas Ono's articulate the central theme of her creative practice in the late 1960s and early 1970s, the issue of freedom seen from a feminist perspective. 103 Lennon's howls return to the anguish of his childhood, but Ono's enunciate her experience as an adult Japanese woman living in Britain and the United States. Janov's focus on reexperiencing primal Pain would have detracted from this: Ono did not need to return to her youth to produce the screams on Yoko Ono/Plastic Ono Band; they are the angry howls of a woman vilified by racist commenters, thwarted by systematic sexism in the music industry and AngloAmerican society, as well as the agonized lamentations of a mother who has suffered a stillbirth. 104 Staff at the Primal Institute conceived of female neurosis as a product of trauma in early years, and as a consequence, their attitudes toward the women's movement were ambiguous. On Yoko Ono/Plastic Ono Band the causes of female pain are not rooted in birth or childhood but in present inequalities and gendered forms of suffering: considering the normative subject assumed by primal therapy to be a male one, Ono borrowed little from Janov's ideas in her feminist creative practice. This gives some clues to the limited utility of primal theory for political struggles in the 1970s. By the decade's end it was hard to discover any meaningful dialogue between Janov and the New Left, though there remained the vestigial belief that as more people had primal therapy, society would become more equal.
Conclusion
Primal therapy, widely interpreted as one of the most self-indulgent excesses of the "Me Decade," was seen by early practitioners as assisting socialist struggle; as such, it deserves inclusion within the revisionist historiography of the 1970s. While the primal model's possibilities for narcissism came to the fore as the decade wore on, this rarely took the form of total political disengagement. The IPA, for instance, largely accepted its role as a traditional professional organization in the 1980s but participated in antinuclear and environmental campaigns. 105 The shifting nature of primal therapy's politics can be best understood in relation to the general failure of the counterculture and New Left to bring about radical structural change. The reasons for this were complex and involve factors far outside the control of left-wing activists, but scholars argue that the quest for authenticity, self-refashioning, and individualism at the core of these movements encouraged attitudes of flexibility and risk-taking that segued neatly into the demands of advanced capitalism. 106 Especially relevant is Sam Binkley's analysis of the countercultural self-help books devoured by middleclass Americans in the 1970s, which covered topics such as self-sufficiency, sexual experimentation, and psychological exploration. Binkley states that America's middle class was strongly unsettled by the social effects of economic restructuring, and self-help books reassured readers that, as older foundations of identity crumbled, one could still be in control of one's self and reshape it according to one's will. These ways of "choosing oneself and making oneself loose" were gradually incorporated into "an expanding culture of consumption" that reduced the agency over one's self to the isolated act of purchasing branded goods. 107 By the mid-1970s the Primal Institute's raison d'être was to provide psychotherapy for paying patients, and the legal proceedings against the IPA looked more like brand protection than the struggle over the leadership of a social movement. The subtitle of Janov's Prisoners of Pain: Unlocking the Power of the Mind to End Suffering (1980) aligns it with the fashion for self-help books and exemplifies Binkley's statement that 1970s psychotherapy claimed to unlock "primordial energies." Prisoners of Pain fits into the narrative Binkley identified in other countercultural publications: humans begin life as creatures of need, become "prisoners" of neurosis when those needs are denied, and have the chance through primal therapy to heroically relive the past and bring their selves "into the present." 108 Yet primal therapy's collusion with advanced capitalism should not be exaggerated, and those who bought Prisoners hoping for easy exercises to liberate their mind power must have been sorely disappointed. Unlike other psychotherapeutic practices, Janov's procedures proved too spiky to be incorporated into management training culture. 109 Far from promoting consumerism, in 1980 Janov continued to stress his therapy reduced the need to spend endlessly. 110 Prisoners insisted that post-primal patients would develop a compassionate social consciousness, and it repeated Janov's mid-1970s optimism that a society of "true anarchy" (where citizens are guided by feeling and hence not exploiting others) would emerge through the sum of individual transformations. 111 Lasch rightly criticized this kind of hope as a "rickety bridge" between politics and a concern with bodies and emotions. 112 Janov's version of the rickety bridge cannot disguise the fact that his therapy, once he abandoned the political hopes invested in it, was narrowly addressed to the past mistreatment of individuals otherwise smoothly incorporated into the capitalist system he had once sought to overthrow. In this, it suffered the same fate as the humanistic psychologists Janov distanced himself from. 113 But the criticism that primal therapy colluded with capitalist ideology has only been broadly true since the 1980s. Janov's political thinking was compromised by a lack of attention to-or hostility toward-equal rights struggles, isolating primal politics from obvious sources of radicalism, but to overlook the initial leftism of Janov and most of those he influenced is to miss the complex relationship between alternative psychotherapies, the New Left, and the counterculture that existed during the 1970s.
